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At first glance the length of the dissertation, resp. the number of pages (104), 

seems a bit short. However this impression proves wrong already after reading 

the first few pages. The dissertation is extremely dense contentwise, which 

totally makes up for the superficial first impression af shortness. Density in 

breviLy is a primary characteristic af quality af the vv'hole study". The richness 

and density in content even becomes more obvious in a second careful 

reading. 

The introduction (chapter 1) presents an extremely well written overview of 

the literature in the field of cantact linguistics that is relevant for the present 

study: it covers the entire era of modern contact linguistics, from Weinreich's 

"Languages in Contact" of 1953 - the starting point of studies on language 

contact in modern linguistics - to Winford's "An Introduction to Contact 

Linguistics" of 2003 - the latest summary of the state of the art in the field. 

Furthermore the introduction gives a clear definition of affix borrowing, clearly 

distinguishing between affix import and affix extraction, the core topic of the 

study. 

It must be positively highlighted that the dissertation is exclusively based on 

Romani data from the author's own linguistic research of the past ten years. 

The extensive fieldwork activities of the author definitely yielded a huge text 

sample of the respective Romani variety, Selice Romani (SR). A detailed 

description of the sample is missing in the dissertation. However, it might have 



been interesting for the readers to get some information on the fieldwork 

activities and the sample with respect to the elicitation process, as well as the 

genres and topics covered by the texts. 

Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to sociolinguistic as well as structural 

characteristics of Selice Romani. The chapterdiscusses dialectological as well 

as typological issues concerning SR and provides a descriptive sketch of the 

lexicon, phonology and syntax of SR. Included in this chapter is an outline of 

grammatical borrowings from Hungarian, other than those discussed in the 

main part of the dissertaion. Already in this introductory chapter the author 

convincingly demonstrates his profound knowledge of the state of the art of 

Romani linguistics as well as general dialectology and typology. In chapter 2, 

as well as the main part of the dissertation (chapters 3-6), he succeeds to give 

a brief, but verv dense, description of SR, which integrates both diachronie and 

synchronie viewpoints of both modern Romani linguistics and general 

linguistics. Compared to other descriptive works on Romani, it is merely the 

structure of the descriptive part (divisian into major word classes), which 

resembles the traditional type af studies on Romani dialects. To this end the 

dissertation represents a totally innovative and new approach in the field of 

Ramani linguistics. 

The main part of the thesis (chapters 3-6) is dedicated to affix extraction in 

the major word classes (verbs, nauns, adjectives, adverbs) of SR. However, 

the chapters are not limited to the areas of morphology where affix extraction 

takes place, but give a again brief, but extremely well written and dense, 

introduction to the entire morphology of the dialect. While concentrating on 

recent borrowings from Hungarian, he manages to also take into account and 

give some insight into prior (Ikavian) and other current (Czech, Slovak) laan 

strata as well as the Indo-Aryan care of SR. It is impressing how the author -

on the example of affix extraction in SR - with virtuosity manages to give a 

deep insight into the history and structure af Ramani as a whole. In doing 50, 

he gaes beyond the latest findings in the field of Romani linguistics, especially 

with regard to contact phenomena with Hungarian. 

With respect to the main topic of the thesis - affix extraction - it must be 

said, that a serious analysis is dependent on a profound knowledge af the 



contact languages, in the case of the present study, Hungarian. Once more the 

author proves a good knowledge of Hungarian structures, which allows him to 

describe the whole bandwith of affix extraction - from copying of both form 

and function to the innovative use of copied forms in new functions. This is 

extremely well demonstrated on a large number of examples for all word 

classes dealt with (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs). The results of the 

analysis of affix extraction in SR have an impact beyond the borders of the 

study of SR and Romani. They contribute to a better understanding of 

mechanisms at work in particular contact situations and widen the view on the 

behaviour of grammatical morphemes in language contact. 

Chapter 7 and 8 finally discuss affix extraction in light of the concept of "gap 

filling" in language contact. The author first reviews the application of the 

concept of "gap filling" as a constraint on borrowing in several studies, 

summarizing the findings as "gap-filling can only be one of many factors in 

contact-induced change" (p.88). He then goes on to test the predictions of a 

strict version of the concept of gap-filling against the SR data (with respect to 

lexical borrowing and affix extraction). With clear examples the author 

demonstrates that a strict version of the "gap-filling" hypothesis fails as a 

predictor when applied to SR data. However, the author opts for a modified 

version of the hypothesis, which predicts that there is the tendency to fill 

categorial gaps in SR, but without implying any predictions about the cases 

where there is no gap. He goes on to emphasize once more that "the concept 

of constraint itself, should be employed with caution" (p. 98). The concluding 

chapters of the thesis demonstrate an extremely critical and mature discussion 

and application of theoretical concepts of linguistics to actual language data. 

This represents a major contribution to linguistic research and theory creation. 
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